CELESTIA Unicorn Blessed Chronicles 1
Eventually, you will extremely discover a further experience and finishing by spending more cash.
yet when? attain you consent that you require to acquire those all needs subsequently having
significantly cash? Why dont you try to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that
will guide you to comprehend even more in this area the globe, experience, some places, in imitation
of history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your agreed own time to play reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is CELESTIA
Unicorn Blessed Chronicles 1 below.

The Boat of a Million Years - Poul Anderson
2018-09-18
A New York Times Notable Book and Hugo and
Nebula Award Finalist: This epic chronicle of ten
immortals over the course of history “succeeds
admirably” (The New York Times). The
immortals are ten individuals born in antiquity
from various cultures. Immune to disease, able
to heal themselves from injuries, they will never
die of old age—although they can fall victim to
catastrophic wounds. They have walked among
mortals for millennia, traveling across the world,
trying to understand their special gifts while
searching for one another in the hope of finding
some meaning in a life that may go on forever.
Following their individual stories over the course
of human history and beyond into a richly
imagined future, “one of science fiction’s most
revered writers” (USA Today) weaves a broad
tapestry that is “ambitious in scope, meticulous
in detail, polished in style” (Library Journal).
Reflections of You - Yumoyori Wilson
2018-05-04
What do you do when your Mother signs you up
for the prestigious Brighten Academy of Magic?
You pack up your things, grab your familiar, and
pray this doesn't go horribly wrong. Having a
sweet Mother like mine, whose mind is slowly
deteriorating thanks to her Alzheimer's, it's my
role to make her happy. After my older brother's
death, I vowed to make her smile and do
whatever she asked.So when she pulls some
strings and gets me a golden ticket into the all
male school, Brighten Magic Academy, there's
no way I can refuse.Well here I am, stuck in a
dorm house with six sexy males - their attraction
having no chill and magic that can make you fall
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to your knees in submission.But I can survive
this trial because I'm a boy. Well, between you
and me, I'm a girl using magic, pretending to be
a guy, but you get my dilemma. What's the worst
that can happen? I guess you're about to find
out. Reflections of You is a REVERSE HAREM
paranormal romance.
The History of Science Fiction - A. Roberts
2005-11-28
The History of Science Fiction traces the origin
and development of science fiction from Ancient
Greece up to the present day. The author is both
an academic literary critic and acclaimed
creative writer of the genre. Written in lively,
accessible prose it is specifically designed to
bridge the worlds of academic criticism and SF
fandom.
Finding My Pack - Lane Whitt 2016-02-25
Book one in the My Pack series Abandoned as a
baby and forced to grow up way too fast, Kitten
has learned to live and survive by her own
unique code. When Kitten is at her lowest point
and thinks she can't carry on, she meets an
extraordinary group of men who welcome her
into their home and their hearts, showing her
more kindness than she has ever known. What
will happen when she finds out the secrets they
keep? They may be more connected than they all
thought when secrets about Kitten begin to
surface as well. This is a reverse-harem book.
(One girl, multiple guys)
Road to Chaos - Kerry Keller 2022-05-31
Fine Print, Volume 1 - Stjepan Sejic 2021-11-02
How do you deal with a broken heart? Junk
food? Excessive drinks? Dubious contracts with
ancient gods? When it comes to Lauren Thomas,
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the queen of bad decisions, the answer is always
the worst possible choice. She finds herself in a
rare opportunity to have her broken heart
patched up by the highest rated god of desire.
The problem is, it's a contested title. Join us in
this tale of gods and mortals, love lust and death
and one woman's bad choice that starts it all
with a simple bite on a golden apple.
Consort of Secrets - Eva Chase 2020-04-10
Every witch knows the rules: Stick to your own
kind. Never reveal your powers to outsiders.
Take a consort from the witching families or kiss
your magic good-bye forever. For years I've been
quiet, obedient Rose Hallowell. I accepted the
man my stepmother chose for me. But I never
stopped missing my long-ago friends: brilliant
Kyler, stoic Seth, passionate Jin, daredevil
Damon, and Gabriel, whose self-assured warmth
brought us all together. Now we're back on my
childhood estate to arrange my marriage. The
boys I grew up with? They're still in town--and
they haven't forgotten me either. And damn if
they haven't grown up well. They've got no
magic, no place in my life. But they're charming
and sweet and infuriatingly hot, and I can't seem
to stay away. The more I try to resist, the more
secrets I uncover about my family, my betrothal,
and everything I thought was true about the
witching world. I've been lied to. I've been
betrayed. So to claim my magic and my
happiness, I'll break every rule there is--and
then some. Don't mess with this witch. Every
rose has thorns.
Celestia Christmas - Yumoyori Wilson
2018-12-13
Christmas Carols, Snowball Fights, and Steamy
Nights. When this unicorn shifter gets to spend
Christmas with the rest of Team Misfit for the
first time, she doesn't know what to expect.It's
the first time Aslan Academy is celebrating the
joyous season, and though many students aren't
happy about staying over for the holidays,
Celestia Rainbow wants to enjoy every second of
it with her men in tow.After years of spending it
alone with her trusty familiar, Arielle, and the
occasional years with Magnor, Celestia knew
this year would be better than ever.When her
men find out about their Blessed Love's previous
predicament over the years, it's their duty to
bring joy and cheer to their lover's heart in their
own way.Present shopping, sled board racing,
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and warm hot baths in the middle of a mountain,
Celestia is in for a treat of activity, both outdoors
and in the cozy sheets of the bedroom.With the
intention of returning the favor, Celestia will fill
the shifters' hearts with love, laughter, and a
dash of glitter to save them from the Forsaken
who want to play the Grinch this holiday season.
Will they prevail? Only one way to find out.
The Fire Lord's Lover - Kathryne Kennedy
2010-07-01
"A Tolkien-esque world combined with an
eighteenth-century historical romance produces
a satisfying tale with twists you'll never expect.
Excellent!"—Jennifer Ashley, New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author A unique
combination of historical and fantasy romance,
The Fire Lord's Lover will fascinate readers of
Karen Monin, Jennifer Armentrout, Kresley Cole,
and Diane Duval who will adore this imaginative
unexpected love story between the son of a
tyrant and the woman sent to take them both
down. In a magical land ruled by ruthless Elven
lords, the Fire Lord's son Dominic Raikes plays a
deadly game to conceal his growing might from
his malevolent father—until his arranged bride
awakens in him passions he thought he had
buried forever. Lady Cassandra has been raised
in outward purity and innocence, while secretly
being trained as an assassin. Her mission is to
bring down the Elven Lord and his champion
son. But when she gets to court she discovers
that nothing is what it seems, least of all the
man she married. But beneath the gilded castles
lies an unspeakable evil, greater than either
Dominic or Cassandra had ever fathomed, and
without each other they may not survive. What
readers and reviewers are saying about The Fire
Lord's Lover: "It was so good that I read it in one
day...and then I read it again!!" "It was different;
keeping me entranced trying to figure out what
was going to happen next." "...engaged and
engrossed right from the first chapter in the
fascinating world of Elvin magic and ensuing
romance." "It's very satisfying, as addictive as
chocolate covered pretzels with a side of
Nutella." "...so well written and her characters
are so rich and captivating that I simply could
not put it down."—The San Francisco Book
Review "A very unique series that will enchant
lovers of historicals and fantasy. A beautiful gem
to be treasured."—Booklovers, Inc. "Charming,
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sweeping-of-your-feet romantic and toe-curling
sensuous"—Erotic Horizon "As darkly
imaginative as Tolkien, as richly romantic as
Heyer, Kennedy carves a new genre in romantic
fiction."—Erin Quinn, author of Haunting
Warrior "[Kennedy] has created characters that
live and breathe between the pages; a talent
which is, in my opinion, a hallmark of skilled
storytelling."—Fresh Fiction "Ms. Kennedy's a
pro at creating memorable characters, comical
situations, a fun dialog, and an endearing love
story."—Sia McKye's Thoughts Over Coffee
The Exempla Or Illustrative Stories from the
Sermones Vulgares of Jacques de Vitry Jacques (de Vitry) 1890
Wolf Tamer - Yumoyori Wilson 2018-10-04
An Orphan Girl. A Group of Wolves. A Destined
Fate for War. Don't you ever wish to find where
you belong? A place where you can rest your
head without worrying about being jumped or
your possessions being taken from you? Not like
I had much, to say the least.A pendant, an
ancient blade, and a picture of my murdered
family were all I had left when I was five years
old. Foster homes to homeless shelters, I never
found a place of refuge. I simply didn't belong,
and everyone made it their duty to remind me of
my predicament. Until I finally came across a
place that felt like home.Sacred Moon Shelter
for Endangered Wolves. I'd stumbled upon the
sanctuary when I was near death, but I was
miraculously saved. Since then, I've become a
Wolf Tamer; the only one who can get close to
touching the six rare breeds. When I'm with
them, I feel safe and sometimes wish I could be
like one of them and escape this cruel world.But
such inhumanity strikes home, a group of
hunters shows up, ready to take my wolves to an
unknown place or murder them in cold blood. I
won't allow them to kill the only true family I'd
ever known. My name is Harper Blake, and I
vow to claim and protect my own. Wolf Tamer is
a new Wolf Shifter Reverse Harem Romance.
Recommended for 18+ Audiences.
A History Of The Doggett-Daggett Family Samuel Bradlee Doggett 2020-02
This book has been considered by academicians
and scholars of great significance and value to
literature. This forms a part of the knowledge
base for future generations. So that the book is
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never forgotten we have represented this book
in a print format as the same form as it was
originally first published. Hence any marks or
annotations seen are left intentionally to
preserve its true nature.
A Winter's Rose - Tanya Anne Crosby
2019-02-06
Facing the grim prospect of a forced marriage to
a feckless minion of King Stephen's, Rosalynde,
the defiant youngest daughter of Morwen
Pendragon takes matters into her own hands.
With the help of her mother's spell book and a
stolen wimple, she disguises herself as a plain,
matronly nun and flees her loveless fate... Giles
de Vere, lord of Warkworth, is facing his own
arranged marriage--to Rose's sister, the
reclusive Seren, reputed to be the loveliest
woman in all of Wales. But destiny has its own
wayward plans, and when the bold knight finds
himself a reluctant champion to a runaway nun,
he hasn't any clue of the lady's true identity. All
he knows is that while Rose is far from beautiful,
there's something magical about her that speaks
to his heart...
Harpy's Mission - Laura Greenwood
2021-02-18
Harper has wanted to join the Agency for as long
as she can remember, but even she never
expected to be thrown in the deep end on her
first day. After she helps uncover a secret crime
ring within the city, she's sent on a rescue
mission to get a vital witness to safety. But when
the plan goes sideways, Harper and her partner
have to work out why, and how they can fix it.
Can this harpy complete her mission? - Harpy's
Mission is book one in the urban fantasy
Supernatural Retrieval Agency Series, which
includes a romantic m/f sub-plot.
Yoga for You - Qat Wanders 2019-06-07
What is Yoga really all about? Here's a hint...
...NOT stretchy pants and handstands. Everyone
has a different body and different needs. But
there is a path for YOU. Physically. Mentally.
Spiritually. The methods in this book will help
you find that path by giving you the tools you
need to: Introduce 4 techniques into your
physical Yoga practice to get greater results,
easy and fast. Decide which style of Yoga will
suit your needs best. Help you shift your mindset
so you can handle the situations life throws at
you with an even mind. Learn how to level up
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from the physical aspects of Yoga to approach
life with more serenity and optimism. Are you
ready to go deeper? Follow the advice here and
see immediate, tangible results. From the inside
out. You'll love this fresh take on ancient Yoga.
Get it now.
Swing, Volume 4 - Matt Hawkins 2021-09-28
A Sunstone crossover event! Dan and Cathy are
on a trip to New York and decide to visit the
BDSM club featured in the Sunstone books by
Stjepan Sejic. Hijinks ensue as some familiar
characters from Sunstone meet our Swinging
duo! And, oh yeah, Cathy is pregnant!
Hatter's Heart - Erin Bedford 2020-06-29
Wonderland. A magical place most people only
read about in books. Except me.The stories they
all read, the movies they make, they're all about
me. But I'm going to tell you a secret?They got it
wrong.Not only that but my story isn't over yet.
Far from it.I left wonderland changed, broken,
incomplete.To fix the pieces of my soul and find
the memories that were stolen, I'll have to delve
even deeper into Wonderland than ever before.
Reaper only knows if I'll ever come out again.
ECHO Academy - Christina Bauer 2020-04-28
“Miss Meimi is indeed a transcendent,” says
Father. “But we differ on a single point, son.
SHE’S MINE.” A Prince Of No Value On planet
Umbra, Thorne is known as the weak prince,
extra brother and human-shaped punching bag
for his father, Cole, Emperor of the Omniverse.
Thorne never expected to find his transcendent
soul mate. But when the prince connects with
Meimi Archer, the human girl becomes Thorne’s
transcendent and his world… …until Cole
decides to abduct her. Now the prince of no
value will do anything to protect what’s most
precious. Meimi. A Girl Geek With A Problem
Science prodigy Meimi Archer attends ECHO
Academy, an elite high school located under
Earth’s Boston Dome. That part is cool. Then she
finds herself separated from her boyfriend,
Thorne, due to a supposedly unbreakable exile
void. Not okay. Meimi pulls together a band of
classmates and misfits. Her goal? Break through
the exile void. Her problem? Headmaster
Conway, the man who runs ECHO Academy.
Conway wants to use Meimi’s exile void
annihilator for an invasion of Umbra. Meh.
Meimi’s not worried--she’ll take the Headmaster
down while still reuniting with Thorne, easy
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peasy. Only trouble is, who’s that shadowy figure
following Meimi everywhere? And why does it
feel like Umbra may actually be invading Earth
somehow? In ECHO Academy, secrets are
revealed, plots uncovered, and transcendence is
only a few pages away. Don’t miss this jampacked adventure of 40,000+ words. “If you like
books set in a dystopian futuristic society then
you are going to LOVE the Dimension Drift
series.” – The Avid Reader ***Special edition
with a new appendix of extras*** Dimension
Drift Series 1. Scythe 2. Umbra 3. Alien Minds 4.
ECHO Academy 5. Justice 6. Slate Also From
Christina Bauer - Angelbound, the story of a
part-demon girl who fights evil souls in
Purgatory’s Arena - Fairy Tales of the
Magicorum, a series of modern fairy tales with
sass, action and romance - Beholder, where a
medieval farm girl discovers necromancy and
true love - Pixieland Diaries, with sassy pixie
Calla and 'her' elf prince, Dare
Wolf Lover - Yumoyori Wilson 2019-02-13
Two Unique Connections. One Potential Heir. A
Journey To Prove Love Can Be Shared. Harper
Blake thought she was done with surprises.
She'd already survived a violent attack, found a
new role in her pack, and discovered the
startling truth about her mates. Not to mention
there's the slight chance that she may be
destined to become the Wolf Seeker, a role that
would make her the connector to all Four
Cardinal Packs.Well, turns out she's wrong. Fate
has plenty more in store for her, including a
shocking revelation that leads Harper onto a
new path - one that will require Carter
Moonshine and Ian Chestwood to go away for a
few weeks to train.The thought of being far away
from her mates only worsens Harper's anxiety.
With the pack in unfamiliar territory, Harper
must figure out how to keep her worries at bay,
all while harnessing her fighting skills as a wolf
and the magic that begins to stirs within her.It's
time for Damien, Levi, Hayden, and Heston to
step up to the plate and prove to Harper that
they're just as reliable, charming, and
passionate, as their fellow packmates. For the
sake of unity, power, and love, Harper is ready
to stand for her pack against an enemy who's too
close to home.
Diamonds and Dragons: a High School NA
Reverse Harem Dark Fantasy Bully Romance
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(Cruel Princes of Wyvern All-Boys Academy Book
1) - Rachel Angel 2019-08-24
In the land of Wyvern where Dragon Shifters
rule Kingdoms, there is a Peace Pact amongst
Dragons and Humans. At stake is the neutral
land co-governed by Humans and Dragons,
known as The Borders...SERIES
DESCRIPTIONWe are The Four Princes from
The Four Kingdoms of Wyvern.Razor is the Red
Prince from the Kingdom of RoseCliff.Jasper is
the Green Prince from the Emerald Realms.Tar
is the Black Prince from the Dark Forests.And
Flint is the Silver Prince from the Metal
Lands.We are princes one day who will rule our
kingdoms in Wyvern. Right now, we are the
Kings of Wyven School for Boys, a school known
for the toughest training of rulers and heads of
states to be in order to prepare them for the
cruel, cruel world we know of, in the kingdoms
of Wyvern. On a typical day at Wyvern School for
Boys, one student or another gets beaten badly,
pranked on so viciously, that they end up
seriously injured or close to death. It is the way
of Wyvern. It is how kingdoms determine the
next heir and successors to thrones. It is a
vicious game. One of survival. One of rules.So
when they let in Allotrope Free from some
nowhere kingdom, we felt affronted. Assaulted
with disrespect.First of all, Allotrope is not a
boy, but this girl, who is much too pretty and
gorgeous to be in a school full of boys. Second,
she is the last thing anyone would think could be
a ruler or head of state. She is an orphan.
Wyvern School for Boys is letting her in as a
statement from one of our mothers, who is the
ruling Queen of one of of kingdoms. Girls can
grow up to become rulers too. Kingdoms are at
sake. Real wars are being fought. The last thing
we need is a girl like Allotrope to make
everything we stand for, a whole big joke. So,
when it comes time to eliminate a student at
Wyvern School for Boys, Allotrope should be the
first to go, and we Four Princes, will make sure
she goes.****Call me Allotrope...Ally for short.
When I received a royal decree from Queen Jade
of the Emerald Realms to attend school at
Wyvern School for Boys, I thought it was a prank
pulled by my friend William who apprentices
with me at the Blacksmith. There was no way I
could attend such an elite school just for kingsto-be. But it was a Royal Decree, and if I don't
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obey the Decree, there was a threat of death to
me and to all I hold dear, which probably means
William and his parents, Bilbo and Kate, the
blacksmith and his wife, the alchemist, whom
had let me stayed with them since I became an
orphan.To keep them safe. To keep me from
losing my head, I packed up what little
belongings I had and enrolled at Wyvern School
for Boys.Everything at Wyvern School for Boys
was meant to intimidate. Being the only girl at a
school of incredibly handsome boys, especially
the Four Princes, was intimidating. Not to
mention the cutthroat competition that literally
cuts students from the school. I'm stuck in a
hard place...either get killed by defying the
Royal Decree and also get everyone I cared for,
killed. Or stick it out at Wyvern School for Boys,
despite all the bullying and cutthroat games
Wyvern has in store for me.Of course, there is no
choice...I must survive Wyvern School for Boys,
or die trying. Did I mention this is a school for
Dragons, too? I just have to watch out for the
fire. ***Diamonds and Dragons is book 1 of the
Cruel Princes of Wyvern Series for mature teens
and up (17+) and is a paranormal dark fantasy
bully romance reverse harem that will contain
steamy and scorching scenes, dark fantasy
elements, and consensual sex. This is a high
school NA series. *THIS IS THE NA version. A
YA (TV-14) Version is also Available.
Chained by the Don - Brook Wilder 2019-03-12
He claimed me, chained me, and made me his
property. With a single word, Vittorio Contarini
made me his property. He made me beg. He
made me scream. He made me do things that I
never imagined myself ever doing. I should be
terrified of him… But can I tell you a secret?
What terrifies me isn’t how he takes control of
me. It isn’t what he makes me do—both in and
out of the bedroom. It isn’t even the fact that
he’s the Don of the most dangerous crime family
in all of New York. What terrifies me is that that
each time his strong hands touch my body. Each
time his hot breath teases at my ear. Each time
he makes me submit to his dark desires, I find
myself practically begging him for more. And I
don’t think I’d ever want him to stop. ***
Chained by the Don is a dark mafia romance
between a ruthless billionaire mafia don who
locked his heart behind a cage of violence, and
the virgin woman that he buys. Contains
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violence, language, dark themes that some may
find triggering, and steamy intimate moments.
You have been warned. Perfect for fans of E. L.
James, Sylvia Day, Helen Hardt, Anna Todd, and
Megan Maxwell.
Celestia - Yumoyori Wilson 2018-08-17
A magical discovery leads to a path of hope, but
will the darkness be stronger than light?
Celestia Rainbow never expected to find out the
truth about her birth or the role she now plays in
the crisis going on throughout the
dimensions.Forsaken are getting stronger and
are now attacking hunters and huntresses across
the dimensions out of their desire for immense
power. Celestia must now deal with learning
how she can help while also balancing her
classes at Aslan Academy and dealing with the
tension that's growing within her team.With
Theo returning home, Hunter dealing with his
own issues, and Cairus and Caio feeling stuck on
deciding whose side they're on, Celestia, Finn,
and Orion are having to work overtime to try and
bring Team Misfit back together. Now that they
know the identity of the mysterious man from
Celestia's dreams, it's time to fight darkness
with light, with the help of new comrades,
familiars, and a little sprinkle of glitter. Will
Aslan's Elite unicorn shifter be able to hold onto
her badass name and finally defeat the growing
darkness? Or will she and her lovers finally
crumble beneath their own insecurities? Only
one way to find out.CELESTIA 3 is a new
REVERSE HAREM, paranormal series.
Recommended for 18+ audiences, containing
mature sexual content, violence and strong
language.
One Thousand and One Lies - Yumoyori
Wilson 2018-08-30
Lies. Words of deception that assist in
manipulating a person, group, lover, or foe. With
each lie that leaves our lips, a plot morphs into a
quick exchange, and the end result? Death.Some
call us Reapers of Beauty. Others think we assist
the Angel of Death. Assassins? Murders? The list
of what we term ourselves are endless. To us,
this life is nothing but a job. One we have no
control over what we do or whom we kill. That
was how I'd lived my life for 25 years, and I
presumed it would always be that way...until last
night.It was an easy assignment. A task I was
confident in executing. Yet his stunning eyes
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pulled me in. His addictive aroma made me sigh
in bliss. Those silky strands of hair felt so nice to
touch, and those lips held a level of satisfaction
that made my body hum for more.A forbidden
attraction that has led me astray. Or should I
change that to attractions?A thousand lies. That
is all it takes to become a Reaper, like me. For
the sake of protecting this mysterious group of
men from my master who wants them dead, it's
time for me to play the game and turn the tables
for the sake of freedom. Will I survive? Maybe
not, but I guess I'll die trying. Let the game
begin...One Thousand and One. AUTHOR NOTE:
Please Be Advised:1001 LIES- Reapers of Beauty
is an 18+ Series that contains dark themes
which include sexual assault, child abuse, and/or
violence which may be triggering to survivors.
Sss - Yumoyori Wilson 2019-03-29
When being different leads to the best years of
your life. There are three key components
required to get into the most prestigious, top spy
academy in the world: Skills. Strength. Survival.
My name is Silver Spell Solange. No, I didn't
plan for my initials to be the same rank needed
to enter the spy academy. But I would do
anything to get into the one of a kind school. I
have the magical capability of an Elemental
Witch, the strength to kick anyone's ass, and
quick problem-solving skills to get my
teammates out of any jam. There's only one
small problem - the other 'S' I'm missing. I'm not
a part of the supernatural race. After realizing
that my only shot at my dreams is at the brink of
extinction, I'm unexpectedly teamed up with a
werewolf, a dragon, a fallen angel, and a
hellhound. The four of them carry the assets and
abilities I need to gain my spot into the
Supernatural Spy Academy (SSS).With the clock
ticking and not much leg room for an SS score, I
accept their bet, knowing I'll easily handle
whatever they request from me. I didn't think
their bet would lead me to date all four them. It's
time for me to buckle up. This four-year roller
coaster is about to begin, and its a bumpy oneway ticket to becoming the next "supernatural"
spy.This is a 130,000 words RH Academy
Romance. Rated 18+
Virtue Ethics and Education from Late Antiquity
to the Eighteenth Century - Andreas Hellerstedt
2018-08-07
This book argues that pre-modern societies were
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characterized by a common quest for human
flourishing or excellence, i.e. virtue. The history
of virtue is a particularly fruitful approach when
studying pre-modern periods. Systems of moral
philosophy and more day-to-day moral ideas and
practices in which virtue was central were
incredibly important in pre-modern societies
within and among diverse scholarly, literary,
religious and social communities. Virtue was a
cornerstone of pre-modern societies, permeating
society in many different ways, and on many
different levels, and it was conveyed in erudite
and pedagogical texts, ritual, performance and
images. The construction of virtues such as
wisdom, courage, and justice helped shape
identities and communities, but also served to
legitimize and reinforce differences pertaining to
gender, social hierarchies, and nations. On a
more fundamental level, studying the history of
virtue helps us understand the guiding
principles of historical action. Thus, we believe
that the history of virtue is central to
understanding these societies, and that the
history of virtue, including criticisms of virtue
and virtue ethics, tells us important things about
how men and women thought and acted in ages
past.
Shadow Thief - Eva Chase 2020-07-22
One sassy pyromaniac thief, three sexy-as-sin
monsters, and a paranormal conspiracy of epic
proportions. It was an ordinary job. Another
night, another asshole collector of the
supernatural. I free some poor little beasties
from their cages, pocket a few trinkets to pay my
bills, and burn the place down on my way out.
Just call me the Robin Hood of monster
emancipation. I didn't count on three manly
monsters following me home like lost puppies.
Stunningly hot lost puppies, but still. Now I've
got a seductively cheeky incubus, a sweetly
enthusiastic demon, and a grimly stoic angel
camped out in my kitchen. They're determined
to repay me for my help, and they won't get out
of my apartment until they're satisfied we're
even. To be fair, they've got no place else to go.
A covert band of hunters captured their boss,
and the trail is ice-cold. I'll lend a hand if it
means I can send them packing... and when it
looks like we're up against the same creeps who
murdered the person I loved most, you'd better
believe I'm all in. Track down the baddies. Steal
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back the boss. Don't get killed along the way.
Oh, and maybe hook up with a monstrous hottie
or two. Piece of cake. I'm so going to regret this.
*Shadow Thief is the first book in a new urban
fantasy series from bestselling author Eva
Chase. If you love kickass heroines with sass to
spare, drool-worthy monsters who have their
own sense of morality, and steamy romances
where there'll be no choosing required, dive in
now!*
Wolf Seeker - Yumoyori Wilson 2018-11-30
An Undiscovered Past. A Feud Between
Families. A Unity Filled with Hope. Harper Blake
thought she had found where she belonged. A
family who'd accepted her, a safe home that
would protect her, and a love for the boy who
saved her from death. Her life at Sacred Moon
Shelter for Endangered Wolves was everything
she could have asked for.All of that changes with
a spark of a fire and a confrontation that leaves
her on the verge of death once more. After
another close call with the Angel of Death,
Harper soon discovers that everything she
thought was true, was woven in lies.The deceit
puts a heavy burden on Harper's heart, and
when she finally realizes who her true mate is,
she's unsure which path to choose. Or if she
wants to. As much as Harper needs time to
figure things out, the tension between packs
grows day by day, to the point where it's time for
her to give up on her Wolf Tamer title and
become a Wolf Seeker.Her first quest? Bring the
four Cardinal Packs together, and that will put
her to the test, leaving her with the task of
deciding whether love is worth the risk of losing
it all. For the sake of unity, power, and love,
Harper is ready to protect the only pack she's
ever known.
Sss - Yumoyori Wilson 2019-08-06
When being different leads to the best years of
your life. After a party goes horribly wrong,
Silver Spell Solange wakes up to some
surprising news that changes everything she
grew up believing. The thread of betrayal runs
deep, making her question her very identity. As
secrets are unravel left and right, she's forced to
step up and confront the hidden truth her father
never wanted her to find out.But time is short.
Silver only has three brief months -- her summer
vacation -- to dig into her family's past for the
information she needs. Because year three at
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Supernatural Spy School is just around the
corner, and it's going to be life-changing for her
and the four loyal shifters who have vowed to
stay by her side through thick and thin.However,
not everything is going smoothly within their
team's dynamics. Tensions skyrocket when
Wolfgang becomes more protective than usual
and easy-going Dimitri grows combative. Add in
Ryuu's sudden mood swings and Yuriel's random
disappearances, and Silver finds herself
struggling more than ever to give an equal part
of herself to each of them.With a spy hiding in
the shadows, the stakes are raised. Silver and
her team must either catch the enemy or watch
SSS lose its prestigious glory. For there's a
mysterious organization desperate to claim
Silver and her power and it's doing its best to
bring down SSS once and for all. Year Three is
about to be a speed chase as the Dean changes
the curriculum entirely and Silver and the guys
are thrown into the field -- literally -- headfirst.
Magic tattoo parlors, sneaky doctors, and floods
of lava -- Silver and her men will face all this and
more as they crank up the heat in spy school.
Taming the Storm - Yumoyori Wilson 2018-04
A mysterious pocket watch, six mage shifters,
and one deceased lover... My name is Crimson
Arashi and I'm your typical 22-year-old, finishing
my Bachelors of Arts degree. Sadly, my father
insists I become a doctor, having supported my
attempt as an artist for far too long.In this world
full of magic and shifters, it sucks that I am the
only child to a powerful Warlock - my father and a Kitsune shifter - my mother. I'd already
disappointed them because I am a human child neither shifter or mage. I'd be lucky to light a
candle with the snap of my fingers. After one
night of drinking, drowning my sorrows of being
a disgrace to my family, I crash into a man on
the run with six men in pursuit to catch this
thief. None of them notice the pocket watch that
escapes their grasp, lying on the cold, wet
ground. I didn't think opening it would grant me
all the power and strength of the previous
owner. I also didn't think it would belong to
Storm Yuna, the strongest female magician
known in our world. Too bad she was murdered,
and now, I'd inherited not only her powers but
feelings too. Yeah...feelings. It will take all my
strength to navigate the Storm of power and
feelings swirling inside of me. I just hope I can
celestia-unicorn-blessed-chronicles-1

survive the trials that await me.
Darkfire - Skyler Andra 2018-09-23
A secret guild. Three irresistible guardians. A
sinister evil out to get her. Bearing the tattoo of
a snake on her wrist says Luna was born into the
Serpent Brotherhood; a sinister organisation
that abuse supernatural creatures to harness
their power. Problem is she has no memory of
that life, and rumour has it no one leaves alive.
That might explain why she and her family have
been on the run for as long as she can
remember. When the demon who murdered her
parents returns to finish her, shit gets real. Like
all her past coming back to haunt her. Assigned
three guardians, Luna must navigate the
strange, new world of the Guild of Shadows to
unlock the mystery. If only she can keep her
head in the game, and not let her sexy
companions distract her.Darkfire is Book 1 in
the Guild of Shadows Series and is a slow-burn
reverse harem with steamy scenes.
Road to Redemption - Kerry Keller 2021-07-02
Raod to Redemption is the first novel in a series
of college-age academy Reverse Harem Novel. It
has been classified as paranormal, fantasy,
shifter, vampires, four horsemen of the
apocalypse, fates, and much more. It is in
multiple POVs of all the main and side
characters that leave the reader learning more
behind the scenes than a single POV. This book
is filled with human, adult language and should
only be read for 18-year-olds and older. Sexual
content is found in this book along with hints of
MM themes.
Heroines of the Crusades - Celestia Angenette
Bloss 1854
The Patient Griselda Myth - Madeline Rüegg
2019-06-04
From the 14th until the 19th century the last
novella of Boccaccio’s Decameron, also known
as the Griselda story, has been translated and
adapted countless times in many European
languages. This story’s success can be explained
by considering it a myth and analysing how this
myth engages with contemporary discourses,
such as the definition of the ideal wife, the
querelle des femmes, the socio-political
consequences of social exogamy, and tyranny.
Ensnared - Sofia Daniel 2019-11-07
"I have two weeks to protect myself from three
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horny, blackmailing vampires and their fangs."If
I don't obey them, the Stryx brothers will
unleash my terrible secret.A secret that will get
me executed. Or worse.Nero, Dante, and
Raphael have trapped me right where they want:
Kneeling at their gorgeous feet, their unwilling
slave. They have my body, my obedience, and
now they want my blood. How long before I stop
resisting their seductive games?I must awaken
my magic and fend them off before their kisses
turn deadly. Ensnared is book two of a reverse
harem PNR academy bully romance series. It
contains cursing, dark themes, and sexual
situations.
Unicorn Academy - Yumoyori Wilson
2019-05-29
Argument with parents? Check. Made my
Bodyguard's life a living hell...again? Check.
Received an acceptance letter to the only
Unicorn Academy in all the dimensions? Chec WHAT?! As the future princess of MagiNa
Realm, I never expected to be accepted to the
faraway academy and am shocked to find out I
got in. My parents don't support my decision,
but I don't give them a choice to up our
argument count. Sneaking out of our castle and
realm, I set off on my adventures as a runaway
Unicorn Princess.If only life could be THAT
simple. My annoying bodyguard -- whose looks
could kill -- tags along, having received an
invitation of his own. To make matters worse, I
get partnered up with a nerd who's obsessed
with my aura, an omega male who wants me all
to himself, and the Prince of Xeons -- with whom
I apparently have an arranged marriage?Last
but not least, the most problematic issue of them
all: I can't shift to save my life.I don't want to be
a princess in distress and I won't let anyone stop
me from acquiring my birthright as queen.
That's why I'm here to learn from the best of the
best, and that starts with getting through the
first year of glittering madness. Can things get
any worse during my first semester at Unicorn
Academy? We're about to find out.
Seduce My Blood - Yumoyori Wilson
2018-05-16
When seduction runs in your veins, what better
way to use it than to make yourself a billionaire?
I never wanted to be the lone succubus-vampire
hybrid in the overpopulated city of New York. In
fact, I would have been fine with being a
celestia-unicorn-blessed-chronicles-1

vampire, seriously.You see, mama dearest had a
one time fling, got preggos and gave birth to
little old me. As much as she wanted to win the
best mother award, she couldn't ignore her
succubus ways for long, hopping from man to
man while I was stuck at home, vowing to never
be like her. She finally settled with my
stepdad...he's another matter altogether.Now, I
use my powers of seduction to maintain my
business: Last Resort. Your best friend bailed for
your double date? I got you. Your maid of honor
got food poisoning? Say no more. You need me
to take your place at the NYC champion pole
dancing competition? Pay me extra and I'll get
you first place.I didn't think my next gig as a
substitute secretary would lead me to one of the
four richest entrepreneurs in NYC - or that I'd
come to meet his three contemporaries at a later
date. Did I mention he was a hot sexy vampire
who was able to resist my charms long enough
to strike up an actual conversation? Extra
brownie points there.But a forbidden connection
introduces trouble and confusion, leaving me as
a prime target. Will I be able to seduce my way
out of this? Or will the seduction in my blood
turn sour? Seduce My Blood is a NEW,
Paranormal REVERSE HAREM SERIES that will
leave you begging for more.
The Kiss of Death - Auryn Hadley 2018-02-08
I always imagined Death's final kiss would be
cold. It wasn't. Four years later, I can still
remember the exact shade of his skin: a blue so
pale it looked like moonlight. I dream of his
touch. Mostly, I paint the man under the heavy
cowl, including those perfect lips which ruined
mine for anyone else. I'm obsessed with him. The
doctors say he's nothing more than a
hallucination caused by a mixture of head
trauma and emergency pain medications. I think
he's a really sexy figment of my imagination. I
mean, who besides an artist would dream up the
Grim Reaper for their hero?Now, something's
changed and my drawings are taking on a life of
their own. As if college wasn't hard enough,
trying to keep this a secret is going to be
impossible. Keeping my sanity might be worse.
And that's not the worst of my problems.Death is
back. He wants another kiss.And he's not
alone.The Kiss of Death is a 156,000 word, fulllength novel with NO cliffhanger ending. This is
a Reverse Harem series which includes multiple
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love interests, some m/m themes, and graphic
scenes of sex, violence, and language. Be
warned: everything you thought you knew about
the world, religion, and death will be pulled
apart, twisted around, and put back together in
ways you will not expect.
Prison Princess - Rebecca Royce 2020-04-28
Imprisoned, tormented and forgotten...I've never
seen the outside of these four walls. I was born
in Nightmare Penitentiary, and I'll probably die
here too.Or so I thought.When an assassin
captures me, I realize I'm far more powerful
than anyone knows. I'm a princess. A Druid. The
last of my kind. I command the earth and the
moon speaks to me. There is royal blood running
through these veins.Tasked with bringing me
back to my family, my captor is stuck by my side.
The more time we spend together, the more I
learn about the birthright stolen from me and
the enemy who stole it. And the longer I'm with
my assassin, the more my heart softens.I never
imagined that a harsh, lonely man would bring
help. I never thought that leaving Nightmare
would put me on a much different path. A path
full of hope. Of freedom. Of love. A path that
leads to accepting my birthright, with an
assassin by my side.But the future is blurry.
There are two roads. One leads to happiness-to
love. The other leads to demise. And even I can't
see which one wins.
The Lost Language of Symbolism - Harold
Bayley 1912
Reflections Trilogy - Yumoyori Wilson
2019-04-02
Three FULL LENGTH (737 pages) of the
BestSelling Series. This box set includes the
three books in the Brighten Magic Academy
Series: REFLECTIONS OF YOU: What do you do
when your Mother signs you up for the
prestigious Brighten Academy of Magic? You
pack up your things, grab your familiar, and
pray this doesn't go horribly wrong. Having a
sweet Mother like mine, whose mind is slowly
deteriorating thanks to her Alzheimer's, it's my
role to make her happy. After my older brother's
death, I vowed to make her smile and do
whatever she asked.So when she pulls some
strings and gets me a golden ticket into the all
male school, Brighten Magic Academy, there's
no way I can refuse.Well here I am, stuck in a
celestia-unicorn-blessed-chronicles-1

dorm house with six sexy males - their attraction
having no chill and magic that can make you fall
to your knees in submission.But I can survive
this trial because I'm a boy. Well, between you
and me, I'm a girl using magic, pretending to be
a guy, but you get my dilemma. What's the worst
that can happen? I guess you're about to find
out. REFLECTIONS OF ME: Surviving my first
semester at Brighten Magic Academy wasn't as
simple as I thought it would be. Being a male
was HARD, especially for a girl like me, but who
would have thought I'd enjoy the pleasures of
being a male, such as learning how to aim my
weenie correctly in less than a week? As
adventurous as it all sounds, it led me down a
path full of trials and a near-death incident I'd
never want to experience again.After four
weeks, two of which I was unconscious and
recovering from my wounds, I struggled to
regain what I'd forgotten, which left a strain in
my friendships; or should I say
relationships?With bullies from Maximus' past
returning for round two, Braxton dealing with
personal issues he'd rather fight alone, Kage
being followed by a mysterious person, and
Nixon experiencing nightmares every night, I
had my hands full.Logan tried his best to keep us
from tearing at one another's throats, but with
the tension of the next set of classes and with
expectations rising higher with each passing
day, his attempts only acted to add gasoline to
the fire. It's Zane's turn to prove himself and
help bring us back together.But with crazy mage
competitions, intense familiar battles, and
haunting silver eyes that continued to watch my
every move, would we even last long enough to
find the real culprit of this game? Or would we
die trying? REFLECTIONS OF US: Brighten
Magic Academy held its set of challenges, but it
didn't prepare us for the one year as Brighten
Elite. A year has passed since my boyfriends and
I made the executive decision to join the
Brighten Elite. Not only did our experiences
during our year away strengthen our use of
magic, it reinforced the bonds in our
relationships- both with me as a male and
female.With a more confident attitude and
power to go along with it, we're back at Brighten
Magic Academy for our final year, but not
everyone is pleased with our return. Students
are dying, professors are going missing, and
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someone is out to ensure I stop breathing before
I reach graduation ceremony. Not to forget my
primary goal: to find the organization that is
keeping my loved one imprisoned to lure me into
whatever scheme they're hatching.Being a male
showed me a different side of life, and with it
came benefits that would help me end the
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brewing war. With Logan, Nixon, Braxton,
Maximus, Kage, and Zane by my side, we will
show our hidden enemies what a true Mage
Warrior can do. Will we prevail before we walk
the stage of our graduation ceremony? We're
about to find out.
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